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1. What is your primary interest in the area?

FIRST, TELL US ABOUT YOU!

Answers Count Percentage

I live here 44 77.19%
I work or own a business here 0 0%
I do not live, work or own business here, but I 
travel on Niagara Falls Boulevard frequently 13 22.81%

Other 0 0%

2. Where do you live?

Answer Count Percentage

Willow Ridge Neighborhood 25 43.86%
Parkview Neighborhood 11 19.3%
In Amherst Outside of the Study Area 14 24.56%
In Tonawanda Outside of the Study Area 6 10.53%
Outside of the Towns 1 1.75%
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MAKE IT SAFE: 1a. Adopt a Joint Resolution: Pass a joint resolution between the Towns of 
Amherst and Tonawanda that states safety is the highest priority for Niagara Falls Boulevard.

MAKE IT SAFE: Do you support the following action steps?

Answers Count Percentage

Support 46 80.7%
Don't Support 10 17.54%
No Opinion 1 1.75%

Answered: 57 Skipped: 0

MAKE IT SAFE: 1b. Improve Signal Spacing: Add signals at additional intersections

Answer Count Percentage

Support 32 56.14%
Don't Support 22 38.6%
No Opinion 3 5.26%

Answered: 57 Skipped: 0
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MAKE IT SAFE: 1c. Rethink Speed Management: Balance design speed with posted speed.
POSTED SPEED: Speed drivers see on the sign
DESIGN SPEED: How fast drivers feel they should be going, based on the design of the roadway 
and street elements

MAKE IT SAFE: Do you support the following action steps?

MAKE IT SAFE: 1d. Reconfigure Niagara Falls Boulevard into a Multi-Modal Corridor: Provide 
a wider multi-use path for pedestrians and bicyclists separated from vehicular traffic by 
landscaped tree lawns.

MAKE IT SAFE

Answers Count Percentage

Support 39 68.42%
Don't Support 16 28.07%
No Opinion 2 3.51%

Answered: 57 Skipped: 0

Answers Count Percentage

Support 38 66.67%
Don't Support 18 31.58%
No Opinion 1 1.75%

Answered: 57 Skipped: 0
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MAKE IT SAFE: 1e. Access Management: Consolidate driveways, remove unnecessary curb 
cuts, and add medians.

MAKE IT SAFE: Do you support the following action steps?

MAKE IT SAFE: 2. Please select the top two MAKE IT SAFE action steps you feel should be of highest 
priority to the Towns

MAKE IT SAFE

Answers Count Percentage

Support 43 75.44%
Don't Support 12 21.05%
No Opinion 2 3.51%

Answered: 57 Skipped: 0

Answer Count Percentage

Adopt a Joint Resolution 23 40.35%
Improve Signal Spacing 17 29.82%
Rethink Speed Management 16 28.07%
Reconfigure Niagara Falls 
Boulevard into a Multi-Modal 
Corridor

30 52.63%

Access Management 20 35.09%
Answered: 53 Skipped:4
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MAKE IT SAFE: Do you support the following action steps?

MAKE IT SAFE: 3. Do you have any additional feedback on the MAKE IT SAFE action steps or other 
ideas for improving safety along the Niagara Falls Boulevard corridor?

MAKE IT SAFE

• With the constant glut of new stores crammed into the target 
plaza and the former Burlington plaza plus the ridiculous 
place that Costco will occupy if any reduced lanes on the 
boulevard are made, you won’t be able t o move in traffic, It’s 
already backed up going south trying to turn onto ridge Lea. 
It will be a total nightmare i f lanes are reduced. Pedestrians 
should be able to cross the boulevard without putting their 
lives in jeopardy from impatient drivers but that needs a 
whole other discussion.

• Whereas the Town of Tonawanda has displayed MASSIVE 
STUPIDITY in the project on Parker, there should be no 
further projects involving the Town of Tonawanda and road 
planning until such time as Parker has been fully restored to 
it’s former structure.

• Timing of current signals to better manage traffic. Not sure 
more signals would manage traffic better, but something to 
enhance pedestrian and cyclist crossing safety is needed. 

• This plan is ridiculous and does nothing to address the 
actual problem of this area...people REFUSING to cross at 
the lights at the intersections!! It does not matter how many 
additional lights you add or how much you reduce the speed. 
These are simply ways for unintelligent people to cost tax 
payers more money. Have the police patrol and give tickets 
to Jay walkers and the problem will be solved. This area is 
already high traffic and it does NOT need to be slowed any 
more at OUR cost!!

• There definitely needs to be a signal at Thistle and the 
boulevard. Adding trees may cause people to no be able 
to see when trying to pull out onto an already busy and 
congested NFB. Although the updating the appearance 
sounds lovely, it is not Main Street in the Village of 
Williamsville and even their traffic is awful and everyone 
speeds to each traffic light. 

• The biggest issue is people are crossing the Blvd in all black 
clothing at night. Its flat out dangerous. The lighting needs 
to be increased so that if someone is not going to follow the 
law that they can still be clearly seen by motor vehicles. Most 
occurances of this happens between the 290 and the Jeep/
Dodge Dealer. Many times these people are drunk and can’t 
walk straight or I have seen even people just not crossing at 
the crossings that are in wheelchairs and just trying to cross 
in the middle of the BLVD and sit and wait in the middle 
lane. 

• Should have added hawk signal by Teds years ago instead 
of new lights & crosswalks that aren’t used anyways. No to 
hawk at Dexter. One at Depot entrance & WR. Are you trying 
to impede the flow of traffic more?

• This will drive traffic into neighborhoods increasing it for 

residents of streets there. Why are we minimizing lanes 
where we just re-configured the whole intersection at Baily/ 
NF Blvd/290 exit? Do we really need to add bike traffic into 
this area of the blvd? Reduce lane width? People can’t stay 
in the 12ft. Add trees? This obstructs view more. Will they 
be maintained frequently? Will they resemble the U-shaped 
trees cut in half by the power lines like those at E Robinson 
and N French? I’m all for making things look better but trying 
to create a tree lines road with overhead power lines is quite 
frankly, dumb.

• Restrict turning movements at intersections while people are 
crossing by providing a lead time for entering the crosswalk, 
especially at proposed HAWK signals and especially at the 
traffic lights at the trail crossing at the park and Ellicott Creek 
Road. Add a HAWK signal at North French as the crossing at 
Robinson is very challenging

• One of the biggest draws to residing in this neighborhood 
was convenience and easy access. DO NOT narrow roads 
and slow/increase traffic times. The majority of the saftety 
concerns are cause by pedestrian carelessness which will 
continue regardless of additional safety measures. 

• None of these ideas will stop pedestrians and cyclists from 
crossing the Blvd illegally and unsafely. I don’t have faith 
the green space and plantings will be maintained properly 
resulting in unsightly and possibly more dangerous as 
blocking views of drivers, pedestrians and cyclists and 
making it more difficult for snow removal.

• No 
• More street lights in the willowridge neighborhood 
• Might consider speed humps on Thistle? People often use 

it as an access road when there are accidents or back up, 
or just to cut through to Ellicot Creek and speed down that 
street, additionally rolling through stop signs, and not 
stopping for pedestrians at the cross walk at Ellicott creek to 
the parks pedestrian Bridge 

• I’ve seen too many people just strolling across the Boulevard 
without waiting for a light to change or a break in the traffic. 
I’ve never had a problem crossing; you just have to wait a 
little longer. You can’t convince people otherwise. My son 
was involved in an accident a few years ago on Sweet Home 
Road when at 11 pm UB students were walking against the 
traffic light in a dark area. My son ended up bumping one 
student with his car. There was not any traffic at the time; 
they could have avoided the accident by just LOOKING 
before the y crossed. The student ended up getting a ticket 
for an illegal crossing. It’s really bad when college students 
can’t figure out how to cross a street. Don’t we teach 5 year 
olds how to do this safely? 
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MAKE IT SAFE: Do you support the following action steps?

MAKE IT SAFE: 2. Do you have any additional feedback on the MAKE IT SAFE action steps or other 
ideas for improving safety along the Niagara Falls Boulevard corridor? (continued)

MAKE IT SAFE

Leave lanes as is with room for snowbanks, delivery trucks 
and school buses. Ask the school bus drivers and business 
owners! Enforce clearing of snow from sidewalks so 
pedestrians don’t have to walk in the street. There has been 
minimal communication with residents on Amherst side. Hiw 
come I have to read about this after-the-fact in the Amherst 
Bee or Tonawanda Bee? My neighbors don’t know anything 
about this. WR Association does not speak for all of us. How 
about our seniors? 

• don’t add more traffic signals, there’s already plenty; and 
sync the current ones to move traffic along (adding 1 more 
signals = most stopping and traffic delays

• Crossing bridge over NF Blvd. 
• Additional traffic counts should be conducted in 2023 and 

2024 to verify volumes and vehicle types. Older counts are 
not a good guide.

• ABC Rental is an eyesore and belongs in an industrial park. I 
don’t think it would fit in with a nice walking area.

• A joint resolution is great but doesn’t accomplish much. 
Answered: 26 Skipped: 31

• I think putting in a parallel roadway to allow travel between 
separated parcels would be a great improvement. Too often 
you have to exit a shopping area onto NF Blvd and re-enter 
a short distance away. Also, am skeptical of TOT after fiasco 
with useless traffic circles. 

• I have lived here for over fifteen years and drive at all hours. 
Honestly, pedestrians choosing to cross where there are no 
lights or crosswalk especially at night is by far my biggest 
concern. Having police ticket or warn offenders of jaywalking, 
etc would go a long way if it was routinely enforced. 

• Have adequate width for center turning lanes, especially 
the northernmost area of the map, turning onto Admirals 
Walk. 

• Great work. Can’t wait to see it implemented. 
• Get rid of the motels that house drug activity and sexual 

abuse
• eliminate middle chicken lane which drivers use for an 

on-ramp. Install islands with turning lanes. Put trees down 
the middle on the islands, not where they will obstruct 
lighting and conflict with power lines and telephone wires. 
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CONNECT: 1a.  Establish a Network of Trails

CONNECT: Do you support the following action steps?

Answers Count Percentage

Support 46 80.7% 
No Opinion 6 10.53% 
Don't Support 5 8.77% 

Answered: 57 Skipped: 0

CONNECT: 1b. Please rank the following trail 
connections in order of importance to you.

Rank Answers 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average 
Score

1 (#1) Trail connections identified in existing plan-
ning documents. 27.08% (13) 35.42% (17) 14.58% (7) 10.42% (5) 8.33% (4) 4.17% (2) 4.50

2 (#4) An off-street trail parallel to Ellicott Creek Rd 
for access to the park. 27.08% (13) 22.92% (11) 12.5% (6) 31.25% (15) 6.25% (3) 0% 4.33

3 (#2) Bike facilities parallel to the boulevard for 
safe and comfortable north/south connections. 18.75% (9) 20.83% (10) 22.92% 

(11) 25% (12) 2.08% (1) 10.42% 
(5) 3.98

4 (#3) Connections to the University for students 
and faculty. 10.42% (5) 8.33% (4) 31.25% 

(15) 20.83% (10) 18.75% 
(9)

10.42% 
(5) 3.40

5 (#6) Use the utility easement to connect 
Parkview and Willow Ridge. 12.5% (6) 10.42% (5) 12.5% (6) 8.33% (4) 6.25% (3) 50% (24) 2.65

6 (#5) An on-street facility at Robinson Rd going 
across the boulevard/creek to North Tonawanda. 4.17% (2) 2.08% (1) 6.25% (3) 4.17% (2) 58.33% 

(2) 25% (12) 2.15
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CONNECT: 1c. Retrofit Streets to Expand Pedestrian and Bike Infrastructure

CONNECT: Do you support the following action steps?

Answers Count Percentage

Support 39 68.42%
Don't Support 16 28.07%
No Opinion 2 3.51%

Answered: 57 Skipped: 0
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CONNECT: 1d. Capitalize on Ellicott Creek and Trails.

CONNECT: Do you support the following action steps?

Answers Count Percentage

Support 46 80.7%
Don't Support 10 17.54%
No Opinion 0 0

Answered: 56 Skipped: 1
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CONNECT: 1e. Improve Connections to Ellicott Creek Park.

CONNECT: Do you support the following action steps?

Answers Count Percentage

Support 43 75.44%
Don't Support 12 21.05%
No Opinion 2 3.51%

Answered: 57 Skipped: 0

CONNECT

CONNECT: 2. Please select the top two CONNECT action steps you feel should be 
of highest priority to the Towns

Answers Count Percentage

Establish a Network of Trails 28 49.12%
Retrofit Streets to Expand Pedestrian and Bike Infrastructure 25 43.86%
Capitalize on Ellicott Creek and Trails 27 47.37%
Improve Connections to Ellicott Creek Park 20 35.09%

Answered: 50 Skipped: 7
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CONNECT: Do you support the following action steps?

CONNECT: 3. Do you have any additional feedback on these CONNECT action steps or other ideas 
for improving pedestrian and bicyclist connectivity in the study area?

CONNECT

• Yes, we desperately need improvement to bike connectivity 
on S. Ellicott creek and N. Ellicott creek. They’re both very 
dangerous to ride and walk on. More stop signs might help 
too

• We need a right turn lane off of Ellicott Creek to from the east 
onto Niagara Falls Blvd to the north. Don’t narrow the road! 
Expand it closer to the creek!!!!

• The Ellicott Creek crosses NFB as does the CanalWay Trail/
Empire State Trail with push button activation which is 
helpful.

• Stop all such projects and simply return the monies to the 
taxpayers. These proposed projects to nothing to enhance 
the quality of life for the residences. This is minority special 
interest crap.

• Small parking lots along Ellicott Creek road that belong to 
the park are important to residents who don’t have any other 
easily accessible on street parking.

• proposed kayak launch is ridiculous. where will people park? 
to launch into algae pool we are told to avoid? 100 yards 
from lovely existing launch site? Need to put pedestrian 
bridge to connect existing trails on west s ide of Sweet Home 
Road.

• Our neighborhood does NOT want to be a hub for UB 
students. Last week a student was stabbed to death on their 
campus. Many community members have had things stolen 
on “party” weekends from UB students. The houses that are 
currently being rented by students are unkempt and have 
continued issues. We are a family community, not a college 
party communtiy. Increasing access from UB campus to our 
neighborhood is absurd.

• No
• If I actually saw bicyclists use the bike lanes that exists now 

- use actually bike safety and share the road and obey the 
laws when they are in them, I would advocate for them. I do 
agree there should be sidewalks where none exist now, such 
as down North & South Ellicott Creek.

• I think the gain on adding these paths would be minimal 
compared with the cost.

• I think removing the yellow solid lines in the center of the 
roads is a mistake.

• I think dedicated multi-purpose trails to the proposed re-
development areas in the vicinity of the Park will be critical 
to attracting investment.

• I support the pedestrian bridge over the creek. Using the 
NFB bridge is a nightmare. There isn’t enough room for 
2 bicyclists or a pedestrian and a bicyclist to pass each 

other. without someone stepping into a busy, dangerous 
bridge/ car section. Yes, our bicycle paths all need to be 
interconnected. Great ideas!

• I bike in this area several times a week. Please give us a bike/
ped friendly Ellicott Creek crossing at NFB. The McCarthy 
bridge shown in the plan is misplaced. Put it right at NFB 
where people will use it. Also, Ellicott Creek road already has 
very nice shoulders for cycling. Removing these for bike/ped 
paths next to the road will make dog walkers and families 
happier, but be a loss for the serious cyclists I see here 
regularly.

• Hard to see on the map, but do not support trail along canal 
behind homes on Admirals Walk.

• Ellicott Creek Rd is dangerous at night and I think getting rid 
of the center yellow lines and making the lanes thinner could 
be problematic. I dont feel the pedestrian traffic of walking 
on Ellicott Creek Rd would require t hat wide of a path. Most 
people will cross into the park at either bridge near Dexter 
Terr or Thistle Ave. Personally there is no cross walk at Dexter 
Terrace to go into the park bridge or pavillons or kayak 
launch. I would like to see something there to allow people 
to cross Ellicott Creek Rd as well. Lastly, the sidewalk at 
Dexter Terr and Ellicott Creek Rd ends at Ellicott Creek. There 
is no walkway to walk to the Blvd safely from Dexter Terrace. 
So no cross walk to cross and no sidewalk at all. Also, a 
walkway from Dexter to the bridge inside Ellicott Creek park 
rather than walking on grass would be nice.

• Approve Chestnut Ridge bike lanes or finishing full sidewalk 
areas for the student population. Could even us 1 e more 
lights closer to Sweet Home. Would approve the changes 
above except for mixed lane use on Joe McCarthy & East of 
Chestnut . How does Capital Fence and the business owners 
on N Ellicott feel about you plopping housing where they 
are? Do we need to add a brewery to such an area we are 
trying to make more safe? All to view the foul smelling, algae 
laden creek?

• Although slightly outside of the plan area, I would strongly 
recommend a connection between Ellicott Creek 1 Park, 
the Town parcel and Parker Blvd. While the Niagara Falls 
Blvd improvements are highly desired, this additional 
North/South connection on Parker would greatly improve 
accessibility of this area to other areas of the Town without 
traveling all the way to the Rail to Trail in the City of 
Tonawanda.

• A hawk or beacon light at thistle and Ellicott Creek... the 
amount of times I’ve almost been hit with my stroller is crazy

Answered: 19 Skipped: 38
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REFRESH: Do you support the following action steps?

REFRESH: 1a. Actively Support Investment and Remove Impediments: Pursue public streetscape 
improvements and amend local zoning to support a walkable development pattern.

REFRESH

Answers Count Percentage

Support 45 78.95%
Don't Support 8 14.04%
No Opinion 4 7.02%

Answered: 57 Skipped: 0

REFRESH: 1b. Adopt Mixed-Use Ordinances Along Niagara Falls Boulevard: Reduce building 
setbacks, push parking to the side or rear of a property; allow for a mix of residential and 
commercial uses; permit multi-story buildings such as residences over retail.

Answers Count Percentage

Support 38 66.67%
Don't Support 12 21.05%
No Opinion 6 10.53%

Answered: 56 Skipped: 1
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REFRESH: Do you support the following action steps?

REFRESH: 1c. Identify Market Opportunities and Attract Investors: Promote the plan to attract and 
encourage development.

REFRESH

Answers Count Percentage

Support 41 71.93%
Don't Support 10 17.54%
No Opinion 6 10.53%

Answered: 57 Skipped: 0

REFRESH: 1d. Create a Creekside Neighborhood Center

Answers Count Percentage

Support 37 64.91%
Don't Support 12 21.05%
No Opinion 8 14.04%

Answered: 56 Skipped: 1
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REFRESH: Do you support the following action steps?

REFRESH: 1e. Activate Underutilized Parking Areas.

REFRESH

Answers Count Percentage

Support 41 71.93%
Don't Support 12 21.05%
No Opinion 4 7.02%

Answered: 57 Skipped: 0
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REFRESH: Do you support the following action steps?

REFRESH: 2. Please select the top two REFRESH action steps you feel should be 
of highest priority to the Towns.

REFRESH

Answers Count Percentage

Actively Support Investment and Remove Regulatory 
Impediments 20 35.09%

Adopt Mixed-Use Ordinances Along Niagara Falls Boulevard 24 42.11%
Create a Creekside Neighborhood Center 18 31.58%
Identify Market Opportunities and Attract Investors 14 24.56%
Activate underutilized parking areas 20 35.09%

Answered: 48  Skipped: 9
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REFRESH: Do you support the following action steps?

REFRESH: 3. 3. Do you have any additional feedback on the REFRESH action steps or other ideas 
for redevelopment potential in the study area?

REFRESH

• your going to make this area busier then it already is- dont 
do anything

• This type of Land Planning MUST address reclaiming 
space for green. Less paved areas-more natural areas. 
Reconnecting and Restoring needs to incorporate Reclaiming 
green native plantings of trees, shrubs and pollinator plants. 
We can makes these neighborhoods safer with helping 
improve the quality of air and water. Empty or underutilized 
spaces whether public or private need to be considered as 
opportunities to improv e the natural environment, which 
translates into improved communities.

• This is a bunch of COMMUNIST PLANNED garbage. 
Government needs to stop being a malignancy upon we the 
people.

• This area is already fully developed. Tearing it apart to 
“redesign” small parts will make areas stick out like a sore 
thumb and will lack consistency.

• there is way too much development already. do not use any 
of the little available open/green space to develop more. 
Leave it be.

• Please don’t jam multistory buildings (not higher than 
3 stories) in our neighborhoods. Add areas for food 
trucks, yoga, and exercise areas, bird watching trails, and 
neighborhood concerts. When planting trees, use a variety 
of native species so that one disease will devastate them, 
Plan for car- charging stations. Allow areas for our resident 
deer, opossum, racoons, foxes, groundhogs, rabbits and 
birds to coexist with people. Plan deer corridors so they 
can move around our neighborhoods without crossing 
major roadways. Leave forested areas alone. Use native 
landscaping plants and make some areas bird and butterfly 
sanctuaries. What is you plan for water conservation? Pavers 
with holes to let the water drain through? Replanting trees 
should b e considered because of the severe Ash tree loss 
and damaging ice storms. Raingardens and water saving 
landscapes should be incorporated.

• Pedestrian access to chestnut Ridge is a great idea to 
eliminate people walking all the way around or cutting 
through the fence. Not sure about the idea for car traffic 
to enter for Home Depot unless it could come from Willow 
Ridge behind Pancake House. Thinking of residents on 
chestnut ridge. They should have the ultimate say. Also, 
would all these businesses earn a no tax fee for 10 years 
like they have now? My school taxes keep increasing. Also. 
building housing in this lot would increase traffic yet adding 
more to this area.

• No high-rise buildings. One or two story. Would like more sit-
down service restaurants, NOT fast food. Enforce clearing of 
snow from sidewalks, repair tripping hazards, improve senior 
and handicap options. Add attractive bus shelters.

• No
• less student housing in/around willow ridge (we already have 

too much)
• Keep in mind that NFB is a major thoroughfare for 

automobiles. Trying to turn it into Main St Williamsville wit 
1 h all the slow moving traffic and parking problems would 
be detrimental to the people that have to use it to get from 
point A to B.

• I just want to see the motels gone. It attracts unneeded 
criminals and problem makers.

• I do not support trying to turn NFB into a “village main 
street”. Let’s leave Kenmore in Kenmore and retain our own 
identity. I definitely do not support driving Home Depot out 
of our area. Proximity to that store is a significant benefit of 
living here! Please, let’s not take this plan too far. Parkview 
and the surrounding area is already a wonderful place to live. 
Yes, NFB could (and should) be friendlier/safer, but you don’t 
need to go all out by changing the very character of our area.

• Ensure the quality of the architecture in the plan by 
providing design guideline that match the asthenic of the 1 
neighborhood and leverage the historical nature of the Erie 
Canal. In addition, would include overnight accommodation 
within the uses for Creekside Neighborhood Center and 
create a small area for short term overnight tenting for users 
of the Empire State Trail with bon fire area, lighting and pads 
for tenting.

Answered: 14 Skipped: 43
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CLOSING

Overall, what are the top five actions that should be of highest priority to the Towns?

CLOSING

Answers Count Percentage

MAKE IT SAFE: Adopt a Joint Resolution 21 36.84% 
MAKE IT SAFE: Improve Signal Spacing 12 21.05% 
MAKE IT SAFE: Rethink Speed Management 15 26.32% 
MAKE IT SAFE: Reconfigure Niagara Falls Boulevard into a Multi- Modal 
Corridor 26 45.61% 

MAKE IT SAFE: Access Management 12 21.05% 
CONNECT: Establish a Network of Trails 29 50.88% 
CONNECT: Retrofit Streets to Expand Pedestrian and Bike Infrastructure 24 42.11% 
CONNECT: Capitalize on Ellicott Creek and Trails 25 43.86% 
CONNECT: Improve Connections to Ellicott Creek Park 18 31.58% 
REFRESH: Actively Support Investment and Remove Regulatory Impediments 16 28.07% 
REFRESH: Adopt Mixed-Use Ordinances Along Niagara Falls Boulevard 20 35.09% 
REFRESH: Identify Market Opportunities and Attract Investors 13 22.81% 
REFRESH: Create a Creekside Neighborhood Center 14 24.56% 
REFRESH: Activate underutilized parking areas 15 26.32% 

Answered: 52 Skipped: 5
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CLOSING

Do you have any other ideas, comments, or information you would like to share with the project 
team?

• You’re trying to make the area more accessible to 
pedestrians and bicyclists, but in reality this is a major north-
south highway. What are vehicles supposed to do? Already 
there are too many delays. You cannot eliminate all business 
along the corridor which would decrease traffic. I would like 
to add another lane in each direction from Willow Ridge to 
the Niagara County line and increase the speed limit to move 
the cars through better. This will never be a safe stretch 
because of the number of vehicles using the boulevard. 
Vehicular traffic should be more of a priority here. Thank 
you.

• This has conflicting proposals. One hand is promoting 
development and more retail and the other hand is 
promoting to slow things down and shrink the roadway. 
Neither is acceptable.

• Thank you for such a thoroughly produced plan. I hope to 
see these changes implemented to improve our community.

• Thank you for developing and sharing these plans. I will be 
following the project development with great interest.

• see above. Main thing, this plan has not been communicated 
to everybody affected. Need more peoples’ input, especially 
on Amherst side. P.S. How many graves will be disturbed by 
putting a trail through White Chapel Memorial Park? How will 
that affect people who have purchased plots near the edge? 
DO NOT disturb any of the memorial park land.

• Playground improvements for Willow Ridge. There’s a lot 
of empty space near the school and near the tennis courts. 
Perhaps a community fitness center there is plenty of space.

• Overall I highly encourage the movement of projects across 
this plan and look forward to seeing it implemented over 
the next several years to a decade. I would recommend 
that there be an investment in maintaining these trail 
connections year round by partnering with the County 
or have the Towns take responsibility for snow clearing 
in a responsible manner (less salt near creeks). This 
action should be done immediately to demonstrate the 
commitment of the Town to maintaining these future trails at 
a level similar to the City of Tonawanda currently.

• Not sure how word was put out about this. I am a Sweet 
Home schools resident and had no idea this was happening 
until now. While I want to see improvements to this area, 
your ideas counteract one another in some respects. This is 
whole re-structure that will upend this area for years. While 
I appreciate the safety conc erns, you will still have the end 
result of people crossing where they think they can. You did 
not even address the area near Greenhaven & NF Blvd (not 
technically Parkview but part of the problem) where there 
have been pedestrian accidents and people darting out 
when they think they can make it. There need to be more 
work done on the drawing board.

• Just demolish every eyesore motel from the I290 all the way 
to East Robinson Rd.

• Increase neighborhood street lights
• I think a community center would be absolutely amazing
• I just recently learned of this project and feel strongly that 

action is needed. I live in this area and make every attempt 
to avoid utilizing NFB. Some easy immediate actions could 
probably improve the traffic flow asap with adjusting current 
signal timing.

• Do nothing. And stop with the bone head ideas and jack 
assed surveys that are only there to support what the 
government officials want and not what we the people want. 
(i.e. What are the top 5 things that agree with us...)

• Add projected costs and private company commitments to 
the goals.

• If a taller building has a large buffer area of native trees 
and plants, then some multistory buildings can be added. 
The Willowridge area has a LOT of wildlife. Make sure that 
they aren’t killed off by “progress.” As an avid bike rider, 
adding safer trails would be very welcome! I like the idea of 
adding traffic lights and other safe ty ideas. This area is very 
dangerous for everyone. The proposals for change are very 
interesting and would make this are safer. But please don’t 
forget about our earth, animals, and its ecosystems that 
need to survive, too.

Answered: 15 Skipped: 42
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